A new method of Adaptive Plan system with Genetic Algorithm called APGA is proposed to reduce a large amount of calculation cost and to improve a stability in convergence to an optimal solution for multi-peak optimization problems with multidimensions. This is an approach that combines the global search ability of Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the local search ability of Adaptive Plan (AP). The APGA differs from GAs in handling design variable vectors (DVs). GAs generally encode DVs into genes and handle them through GA operators. However, the APGA encodes control variable vectors (CVs) of AP, which searches for local optimum, into its genes. CVs determine the global behavior of AP, and DVs are handled by AP in the optimization process of APGA. In this paper, we introduce some strategies using APGA to solve a huge scale of optimization problem and to improve the convergence towards the optimal solution. These methodologies are applied to several benchmark functions with multi-dimensions to evaluate its performance. We confirmed satisfactory performance through various benchmark tests.
Introduction
Product design is becoming more and more complex because of various requirements from customers and their claims. As a consequence, the problems associated with product design seem to be multi-peak problem with multi-dimensions. It is necessary to solve the multi-peak optimization problems. Genetic Algorithm (GA) (1) , (2) is the most prominent emergent computing method that has been applied to various multi-peak optimization problems. The validity of this method has been reported by many researchers. Digalakis and Margaritis presented a review and experimental results on major benchmark functions which are used for performance and control of GA (3) . Sakuma and Kobayashi have proposed a real-coded GA using the combination of two crossovers, UNDX-m and EDX (4) , where the effect is reported through benchmark functions. Li and Kirley have introduced fine-grained parallel GA, which is derived from percolation theory (5) . Author group has reported the efficiency of GA-based approaches through various studies, including topology optimization for a mechanical structure (6) - (8) , the development of a General-purpose Optimization Engine (GOE), and the application of the GOE to various optimal designs (9) , (10) . However, emergent computing methods require a huge computational cost to obtain stability in the convergence to an optimal solution.
To reduce the cost and to improve stability, a strategy that combines global and local search methods becomes necessary. As for this strategy, current research has proposed various methods. The popular approach is a combination of global search ability of GAs with local search ability of Simulated Annealing (SA) (11) . As a pioneering research, Mahfoud and Goldberg have proposed Parallel Recombinative Simulated Annealing (PRSA) that applied SA to a selection of GA (12) . Later, Uehara et al. have introduced metropolis loop process of SA to an elite strategy in GA process (13) , (14) . Hiroyasu et al. have proposed Parallel SA using Genetic crossover (PSA/ANGA) (15) , (16) . These hybrid methods have been applied to major benchmark functions and have been reported to be valid. They are believed to be both locally and globally efficient. However, the major multi-peak benchmark functions for multi-dimensions, i.e., 20 dimensional or more Rastrigin (RA) and Griewank (GR) functions, require about 10 6 function calls for arriving at an optimal solution. Moreover, when the optimal problem exhibits a dependence on design variable vectors (DVs) and the steepness of the objective function is small in the feasible space of DVs, it is difficult to obtain an optimal solution (17) .
Various optimization methodologies are proposed to overcome these difficulties (17) - (25) .
In Memetic Algorithms (MAs) (18) - (23) , for instance, Ong and Keane has proposed metaLamarckian learning (18) that improves the search ability for multi-peak functions with multidimensions by introducing a human expert judgment, where local search methods are used. Additionally, Fast Adaptive Memetic Algorithm (FAMA) has been proposed in Ref. (22) . In the FAMA, coordination and choosing of local search method are dynamically controlled by means of a measurement of fitness diversity over the individuals of the population. On the other hand, Hasegawa et al. have proposed a hybrid meta-heuristic method (HMH) by reflecting recognition of dependence relations among design variables automatically, and have reported the effectiveness of this method (17) , (24) . The HMH needs to switch from the SA to the intuitive method, direct search using the learning result of the dependency of a DV, just before convergence to improve the local search ability of the optimal solution environs. These methodologies need to choose suitably a best local search method from various local search methods for combining with a global search method within the optimization process. Furthermore, since genetic operators are employed for a global search method within these algorithms, DVs which are renewed via a local search are encoded into its genes many times at its GA process. These certainly have the potential to break its improved chromosomes via gene manipulation by GA operators, even if these approaches choose a proper survival strategy.
Hasegawa has proposed a new Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) called an Adaptive Plan System with Genetic Algorithm (APGA) (25) to solve these problems and maintain the stability of the convergence to an optimal solution for multi-peak optimization problems with multidimensions. In this paper, we introduce some strategies using APGA to dramatically improve the stability up to the optimal solution. This paper is organized in the following manner. The algorithm of proposed strategy, APGA is described in Section 2, the concept of Variable Neighborhood range Control (VNC) is in Section 3. Section 4 explains the hybrid neighborhood control method of APGA (H-APGA), and Section 5 discusses about the convergence to the optimal solution of multi-peak benchmark functions. Finally, Section 6 includes some brief conclusions and future works.
The Proposed Strategy -APGA

Formulation of Optimization Problem
The optimization problem is formulated in this section. Design variable vectors (DVs), objective function and range of DVs are defined as follow:
Ob jective f unction :
Range o f DV s :
Where
UB n , and n denote the lower boundary condition vectors, the upper boundary condition vectors, and the number of DVs, respectively. A number of DVs significant figure is defined, and DV is rounded off to its decimal places within optimization process. Vol.6, No.3, 2012 
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APGA
Natural and artificial systems adapt their behavior to changes in global and social environments over generations. Holland has defined this type of system as an Adaptive System (AS) (1) , and the AS has an Adaptive Plan (AP) that determines its behaviors through responses to environments. The APGA concept was introduced as a new EA strategy for multi-peak optimization problems. Its concept differs in handling DVs from general EAs based on GAs. EAs generally encode DVs into the genes of a chromosome, and handle them through GA operators. However, APGA completely separates DVs of global search and local search methods. It encodes Control variable vectors (CVs) of AP, which searches for local minima, into its genes on AS. Moreover, this separation strategy for DVs and chromosomes can solve MA problem of breaking chromosomes.
The conceptual process of APGA is shown in Fig. 1 . In the APGA, the design space of the optimization problems, DVs, and response value vectors (RVs) are defined as the environment of AS, the point of the design space and response values from its environment, respectively. The CVs steer the individuals global behavior of AP for a global search, and are renewed via genetic operations by estimating fitness value which is a part of RVs. For a local search, AP generates next values of DVs by using CVs, RVs, and current values of DVs in the APGA optimization process. The DV generation process generates a new DV from the current search point via AP according to the formula:
Where NR, AP(), X, C, R, and t denote neighborhood ratio, a function of AP, DVs, CVs, RVs and generation, respectively. The APGA's algorithm is described by the pseudocode given in Fig. 2 . In addition, for a verification of APGA search process, refer to Ref. (17) .
Adaptive Plan -Sensitivity Plan
It is necessary that the AP realizes a local search process by applying various heuristics rules. In this paper, the plan introduces a DV generation formula using a sensitivity analy- Vol.6, No.3, 2012 Fig . 3 Encoding into genes of a chromosome sis that is effective in the convex function problem as a heuristic rule, because a multi-peak problem is combined of convex functions. This plan uses the following equation:
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Where S cale, and ∇R denote scale factor and sensitivity of RVs, respectively. A step size S P is defined by CVs for controlling a global behavior to prevent it falling into the local optimum. C = c i, j , . . . , c i,p ; (0.0 ≤ c i, j ≤ 1.0) is used by eq. (6) so that it can change the direction to improve or worsen the objective function, and C is encoded into a chromosome by 10 bit strings (shown in Fig. 3 ). In addition, i, j and p are the individual number, design variable number and its size, respectively.
Handling of Significant Figures
In the optimal design of the product design, dimensions of products can be mainly dealt with as DVs. There are always assigned dimensional accuracies on a mechanical drawing. Therefore, a value of DVs is done well to use a number of significant figures of assigned dimensional accuracy in its drawing in the optimal process. In APGA, a number of significant figures of DVs are defined, and DVs are truncated to it within optimal process.
Handling out of Range DVs
DVs are renewed by the AP, and when their values exceed their range, the APGA returns them to their range by using equation:
Coding into Chromosome for CVs
CVs are individually coded into a string to form a chromosome. This 10 bit string with two values (0 and 1) represents a real value of CVs by using the procedure shown in Fig. 3 . In addition, this figure shows both DVs and CVs of 2 dimensions cases.
Control of Neighborhood Range
In case, the optimal problem of benchmark function exhibits a dependency on DVs and the steepness of this function is small, to solve its multiple dimensional optimization problem is difficulty.
For overcoming this difficulty, we propose the control of neighborhood range. Applying a neighborhood range control method is a common approach for an SA, and the distance for a search point can be changed by controlling the neighborhood range. The neighborhood range is decided by neighborhood ratio, according to the formula, as in:
Where t max denote terminal generation. Equation (8) is a linear formula, and the relationship between the neighborhood ratio and the number of generation is shown in Fig. 4 .
The neighborhood range of the early generations is adjusted to wide range by the control using this relationship. Moreover, it is modified to small range at the late generations. As results, we believe that search process is varied according to this control schedule roughly or delicately toward the good search direction. To increase search distance of early generations, scale factors are used in eq. (5).
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Vol. 6, No.3, 2012 Selection is performed using a tournament strategy to maintain the diverseness of individuals with a goal of keeping off an early convergence. A tournament size of 2 is used.
Elite Strategy
An elite strategy, where the best individual survives in the next generation, is adopted during each generation process.
It is necessary to assume that the best individual, i.e., as for the elite individual, generates two behaviors of AP by updating DVs with AP, not GA operators. Therefore, its strategy replicates the best individual to two elite individuals, and keeps them to next generation. As shown in Fig. 5 , DVs of one of them (Δ symbol) is renewed by AP, and its CVs which are coded into chromosome are not changed by GA operators. Another one (• symbol) is that both DVs and CVs are not renewed, and are kept to next generation as an elite individual at the same search point.
Crossover and Mutation
In order to pick up the best values of each CV, a single point crossover is used for the string of each CV. This can be considered to be a uniform crossover for the string of the chromosome as shown in Fig. 6(a) .
Mutation are performed for each string at mutation ratio on each generation, and set to maintain the strings diverse as shown in Fig. 6(b) .
Recombination of Genes
At following conditions, the genetic information on chromosome of individual is recombined by uniform random function.
( 1 ) One fitness value occupies 80% of the fitness of all individuals ( 2 ) One chromosome occupies 80% of the population If this manipulation is applied to general GAs, an improved chromosome into which DVs have been encoded is broken down. However, in the APGA, the genetic information is only CVs used to make a decision for the AP behavior. Therefore, to prevent from falling into a local optimum, and to get out from the condition of being converged with a local optimum, a new AP behavior is provided by recombining the genes of the CVs into a chromosome. And the optimal search process starts to re-explore by a new one. This strategy is believed to make behavior like the re-annealing of an SA.
Variable Neighborhood Range Control -VNC
In the multi-point search of the APGA, individuals move from their various points to new search points in the design space of DVs. For example, as shown in Fig. 7 On the other hand, individual B cannot reach a global optimum solution without a significant change. In addition, individual C has landed at a local optimum solution. Such a situation, in which the individuals are intermingled, can generally occur at any time in search process. Therefore, it is necessary to find a suitable DV generation process for the situation of each individual in the design space.
To improve the multi-point search capability of the APGA, we propose a Variable Neighborhood Range Control (VNC) method, introduced to the AS. This method automatically adapts the neighborhood range to obtain DV generation accuracy for the situation of each individual. As a result, we believe that it will steadily provide a global optimum solution and reduce the calculation cost.
Assignation of Variable Neighborhood Range
In the VNC method, APGA process generates a new DV via AP using a sensitivity analysis by eq. (4).
The variable neighborhood range is determined by the NR, and the assignation step for the NR is shown in Fig. 8 . The VNC method sorts all of the individuals by estimating their fitness, then ranking them by results. A ranked individual is labeled with the rank number and is assigned an NR that corresponds with this number. In this method, the formula for the NR by sigmoid function is as follows: 
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Where α, rank, and individual denote the gain of the sigmoid function, rank number and number of individual, respectively.
The search process is varied according to these models, roughly or delicately, toward the best search direction for all of individuals.
APGA/VNC Method
The APGA/VNC method defines two models by the sign of the gain α as follows:
APGA/VNC1
In APGA/VNC1, as shown in Fig. 9 , the individuals with high fitness values (good individuals) are allocated small NR values to perform a local search efficiently. On the other hand, the individuals with low fitness values (low individuals) are allocated large NR values to search the global area in the design space of the DVs.
APGA/VNC2
As for the APGA/VNC1, if a good individuals position belongs to a local optimum neighborhood area, the good individual searches its own neighborhood area without performing a global search. Therefore, it cannot escape from the local optimum solution. As a counter-plan for this problem, APGA/VNC2 employs the inverse model of APGA/VNC1 (shown in Fig. 9 ). This model assigns a large NR to the good individuals. As a result, they cannot search their own neighborhood areas. Moreover, as for the low individuals, this model assigns a small NR. Just before converging to the global optimum solution, to allow individuals to gather in the neighborhood area of the elite individual, the low individuals perform a local search.
Hybrid Neighborhood Control Method -H-APGA
To improve the multi-point search capability of APGA, we propose a Hybrid neighborhood control method introduce into APGA (H-APGA). In H-APGA method, the neighborhood ratio is controlled by mixing between linear function and sigmoid function. 
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Linear Function
The neighborhood ratio is determined by NR, and the formula for the NR by linear function is as follows:
Where inv, individual denote the current individual and number of individual.
To calculate NR, this method uses individual number only. Therefore, NR is distributed to an individual at random. It is adjusted to wire range with the first half of individual number and it is modified to small range with the last haft of one (as shown in Fig. 10 ).
H-APGA Method 4.2.1. H-APGA1
In H-APGA1, as shown in Fig. 10 , the good individuals (high fitness values) are allocated large NR values to search global area in the design space of the DVs following eq. (12) . On the other hand, the low individuals (low fitness values) are allocated small NR values to perform a local search efficiently following eq. (9).
H-APGA2
H-APGA2 employs the inverse method of H-APGA1 (as shown in Fig.  10 ). H-APGA2 assigns a large NR to the good individuals following eq. (9). Moreover, as for the low individuals, this method assigns a small NR following eq. (12) . Before converging to the global optimum, the low individuals perform a local search.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, the numerical experiments are performed to compare among methods. Next, these methods are compared with other methodologies for the robustness of the optimization process. These experiments are performed 20 trials for each function. The initial seed number is randomly varied during every trial. In each experiment, the GA parameters used in solving benchmark functions are set as follows, selection ratio, crossover ratio and mutation ratio are 1.0, 0.8 and 0.01 respectively. The population size is 50 individuals and the terminal generation is 5000 th generation.
Benchmark Functions
For the APGAs, we estimate the stability of the convergence to the optimal solution by using five benchmark functions with multiple dimensions Rastrigin (RA), Ridge (RI), Griewank (GR), Rosenbrock (RO) and Ackley (AC) function. These functions are given as follows:
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AC : Table 1 shows their characteristics, and the terms epistasis, multi-peaks, steepness denote the dependence relation of the DVs, presence of multi-peak and level of steepness, respectively. In Table 2 , their design range, the digits of DVs, and the sensitivity plan parameters in eq. (5) are summarized. Note that, it is difficult to search for their optimal solutions by applying one optimization strategy only, because each function has specific complex characteristics.
All functions are minimized to zero, when optimal DVs X = 0 are obtained. The search process is terminated when the search point attains an optimal solution or a current generation process reaches the termination generation.
Experiment Results
The experiment results are shown in Table 3 -7. When the success rate of optimal solution is not 100%, "-" is described, and the improvement rate denotes a rate of a calculation cost of APGA/VNC method and H-APGA method compared with simple APGA. The improvement rate is average value of improvement rate of five benchmark functions expect for functions with which the optimal solution was not reached.
The solutions of all benchmark functions with 20 dimensions reach their global optimum solution. However, there are some differences among methods. APGA/VNC1 could not reach a global optimum solution as for some trials of RI and RO function. On the other hand, APGA/VNC2 could arrive at a global optimum solution in all trials. Moreover, H-APGA method converged faster than APGA/VNC method, especially H-APGA2 could arrive at a global optimum at a high probability with every function.
As a result, we assign the best trial that is found by the maximum improvement rate. Its best gain value is trial 2 with APGA/VNC1, trial 9 with APGA/VNC2, trial 19 with H-APGA1 and trial 17 with H-APGA2. Moreover, the results using the best trial of these methods are compared. From this comparison, we can confirm that H-APGA2 is the best solution.
Next, Fig. 11-15 shows trend diagrams for the average fitness of an elite individual until these methods reach global optimum solutions, in the numerical experiment again to confirm above mentioned result.
In summary, its validity confirms that this strategy can reduce the computation cost and improve the stability of the convergence to the optimal solution. Vol.6, No.3, 2012 
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Discussion for Assigning Gain α and Method
We discuss the convergence of the optimization process using the trend of benchmark function with the difference from the calculation cost among models. As shown in Fig. 11-15 , APGA/VNC1 converged earlier than other models in early generations, that because this model updated the elite individual with certainly. However, after that, APGA/VNC1 could not update it efficiently, and finally other models reach a global optimum solution faster than this one.
H-APGA1 was really good with RI function but it could not get high probability with RO function, compared with H-APGA2. H-APGA2 could reach a global optimum at a high probability with every function.
We made various tests using the values of gain α that ranges from 0 to 20 of RO function with 20 dimensions by H-APGA method. From this comparison as shown in Fig. 16 , we confirmed that H-APGA2 converged faster than H-APGA1, and the best value of gain α is 10. That is the reason why we assigned this value within all experiments.
To sum up, from these results via optimization experiments, we employed APGA/VNC2 for the APGA/VNC, and H-APGA2 for H-APGA. As shown in Fig. 17 , H-APGA converged faster than APGA/VNC with high improvement rate. 
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Comparison for Robustness
All new evolutionary strategies of APGA (APGAs) -simple APGA (25) , APGA/VNC (26) , and H-APGA (27) were compared with other methodologies -Parallel SA with Selection (PSAS) in Ref. (14), Hybrid meta-heuristics (HMH) in Ref. (17), (24) . The comparison is given in Table 8 . By means of the comparison lists, APGAs could certainly achieve optimal solution with low calculation cost. The convergence of the optimal solution could be improved more significantly in APGAs than that in EAs for the same calculation cost.
H-APGA had better convergence than APGA/VNC with four benchmark functions RA, RI, GR and AC. However, H-APGA did not gain a high probability with RO function as APGA/VNC.
The comparison among all strategies of APGA is also shown in Fig. 18 . APGA/VNC and H-APGA were better than simple APGA in all benchmark functions. Therefore, it is desirable to introduce these models into APGA. Science and Technology Vol.6, No.3, 2012 To evaluate the performance of APGAs, we compared to other EAs such as GA, Particle Swarm optimization (PSO), Particle Swarm Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (PS-EA) in Ref. (28) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) (29) , Differential Evolution (DE) (30) and SelfAdaptive DE (SaDE) (31) , and Advanced DE (ADE) (32) . Maximum number of generation and the population size, i.e. 100, 125, as in the study presented in Ref. (28), (31) . The mean and the standard deviations of the function values obtained by these methods are given in Table 9 and Table 10 .
In particular, it confirmed that the calculation cost with these models could be reduced for benchmark functions. And it showed that the convergence to the optimal solution could be significantly improved.
The advantage of the APGAs over other EAs seems to be limited because the APGAs specify small number of digits of design variables in the numerical experiments.
Overall, APGAs was capable of attaining robustness, high quality, low calculation cost and efficient performance on many benchmark problems. We confirmed satisfactory performance through various benchmark tests. 
APGAs with 100 Dimensions and Different Population
We applied to benchmark tests with 100 dimensions by 20 independent runs and 10, 000 th terminal generation. APGA/VNC and H-APGA could reach global optimum solution with all benchmark functions, and the success rate of optimal soluiton is 100%. The experiment results, average generations required to reach the global optimum are given in Table 11 . From this table, it can be concluded that as the population size increases, the performance of the APGAs significantly improves. Additionally, the results show that the proposed APGAs is effective in all benchmarks for various population sizes. The performance of the APGAs show relatively improvement with the growth of the population size, which suggests that the APGAs is more stable and robust on population size. Vol.6, No.3, 2012 
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Conclusion
In this paper, to overcome the weak point of EAs, and to achieve the global search for the solution space of multi-peak optimization problems with multi-dimensions, we proposed new evolution strategies of Adaptive Plan System with Genetic Algorithm, APGAs. Then, we verified the effectiveness of APGAs by the numerical optimization experiments performed five benchmark functions. The obtained points are shown below
The search ability of APGAs with multi-dimensions optimization problems is very effective, compared with that of EAs. Nevertheless, the number of digits of design variables in the numerical experiments is insufficient to discuss about the stability of convergence.
All the strategies of APGA achieved at the global optimum solution. However, these models have strengths and weaknesses. About the optimal solution such as minimum time and maximum reliability, it is a future work.
Finally, this study plans to do a comparison with the sensitivity plan of AP by applying other optimization methods into AP and optimizing benchmark tests, constrained realparameters, futher real life applications.
